contentteam is one of the first integration
service providers in Germany which
offers Documentum and SharePoint
solutions on a Cloud Computing basis.
Take advantage of potentially high savings!

Begin your journey into the Cloud with us
Sunny expectations for Clouds
Private consumers use web mail, administrate their
appointment calendar entries online, store documents,
personal photographs and videos on the web and secure
their data on external servers. For many, these kind of
online applications are now customary. The providers of
these services very often rely on Cloud Computing and are
therefore able to offer adequate computing power, data
storage and software solutions via the internet.
Even in the commercial and industrial sector, Cloud
Computing is becoming an important alternative to
conventional infrastructure models. Providers such as
Microsoft, Amazon or EMC offer infrastructure to several
companies simultaneously and rent out the servers in a
Cloud setting. The deployment of solutions is based on an
all automatic combination of virtualised data centres and
modern web technology. It is possible to dynamically adapt
each the computer, the storage, the network, the operating
system and the applications to your business processes. As
the consumers are only accountable for the infrastructure
actually used, you save costs.
In the future, almost no company will be able to afford to
ignore this technological development. The IT sector is
already preparing itself for this. According to a study by IDC,
the worldwide Cloud business is expected to grow from 16
billion dollars in 2009 to almost 56 billion dollars in 2014.

Is ECM still useful in an owner operated municipal
enterprise?
A comprehensive investigation, assessing whether the integration of Cloud technology into content management
solutions, document management systems and collaboration solutions would be of benefit, is also being
recommended. Enterprises that settle for this change will
no longer have to operate and provide the IT landscape
along with its computer centre, data storage and enterprise
content management applications. Instead, they will lease
the required infrastructure from the respective providers.
This approach extends far beyond the classic hosting
model: The combination of virtualised data centres and
modern web technology enable each of the systems to be
adapted to your business processes.
The contentteam integration experts have been dealing
with Documentum and SharePoint solutions from a very
early stage. The managing director Reza Piroozram
concludes: “Cost and efficiency differences are the
indications that mostly argue for a development of
Documentum and SharePoint solutions on the basis of
Clouds. Hardware costs are reduced by 40 to 75 percent.”
With Cloud providers such as Microsoft or Amazon and integration partners such as Cloud Angels, contentteam is
able to develop complex solutions within just a few weeks.
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Cost effective
contentteam are now able to supply you with individual ECM solutions, without you having to invest in the
infrastructure in advance. The consumption based
payment models used by the Cloud providers only
charge for the time actually spent on the servers.
Availability, scalability and flexibility
Dependant on your needs, the ability to add or remove
memory and server power is virtually unlimited.
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Performance and internationalisation
The Cloud provider computer centres are located all
over the world. This gives you the potential to allow
access to your ECM applications from different
locations worldwide and it also ensures the consumers
high performance due to a backup server.

Time

Clouds are of a dynamic nature
Speed of implementation
Together with the partner Cloud Angels, contentteam
is able to supply you with the necessary infrastructure
at the flick of a switch and is also able to customise it
to your individual requirements. Based on this concept,
the experts are able to design complex ECM solutions
for you within a few weeks.
Prevention of additional maintenance
You will require less high maintenance server, storage
and infrastructure components.
More focus on the core business
All this makes it easier for you to concentrate fully on
your core business. contentteam will assist you by providing custom ECM solutions and also by supplying all
the necessary infrastructure services.

You know the problem: Before choosing the server features
for an ECM application you have to predict the
performance requirements needed over a specific period of
time (diagram). Usually, you will only be able to create a
rough estimate of which hardware capacities will be
required. By no means do you want your future consumers
to be put off by low performance, but at the same time you
don’t want to waste your budget. By being able to adapt
the processing performance based on your needs, the
Cloud based solutions can intercept the application apex
very promptly.

We look forward to hearing from you!
Would you like to know more about the Cloud approach?
Do not hesitate to contact us! We would be delighted to
help.
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